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Introduction 

This is an ongoing column with NonStop NET/MASTER tips and techniques.  Each column is also 
accessible from http://www.greshamsoftwarelabs.com.au/ (Gresham Software Labs). Please send all 
comments and suggestions to John New at jnew@greshamsoftwarelabs.com.au.  
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Some Tips For Reporting Problems 

This article provides some tips for reporting NonStop NET/MASTER problems. It suggests some 
techniques for identifying possible problems, explains what to do in the unlikely event that a NonStop 
NET/MASTER process abends, covers some techniques for dealing with looping NCL processes1, 
discusses what you can do if NonStop NET/MASTER starts to use excessive system resources, and 
describes how to create an Inspect save file from a NonStop NET/MASTER process. 

Note  This article supplements the information in Section 1 of the NonStop NET/MASTER Messages 
Manual. Therefore, it is strongly recommended that you read the article in conjunction with the manual. 

Identifying Possible Problems 

NonStop NET/MASTER is normally a very stable product and is unlikely to cause problems. Therefore, 
if you suspect that your NonStop NET/MASTER system is causing problems, your first step should be 
to determine that NonStop NET/MASTER is definitely the cause, and not another application. 

If you think NonStop NET/MASTER is the cause, you should next determine whether it is an NCL 
looping problem or a problem with a NonStop NET/MASTER process. 

Two signs indicating that a NonStop NET/MASTER process may have a problem are: 

• The process abends 

• The process uses excessive system resources for an extended period of time 

Looping NCL Processes 

There are two kinds of NCL processes that may cause looping problems: distributed NCL code; and 
your own user-written NCL code. 

If distributed NCL code is causing a looping problem (for example, Rule Management Services (RMS)), 
you may want to create an Inspect save file from the NonStop NET/MASTER process that is running 
RMS and then send the save file to Compaq for analysis, along with the NonStop NET/MASTER activity 
log, the EMS log (or an extract from the log), and any other information you think is relevant. 

Note that RMS runs in many NonStop NET/MASTER processes, depending on the piece of RMS you 
are using. Message handlers can run in NonStop NET/MASTER EM, BK, or MS application processes. 
You can use the SHOW NCL command to display the user name of the owner of the NCL process. 
Then use the SHOW USERS command to display the name of the NonStop NET/MASTER process 
that the user is running in. If the same user is running in more than one process, you can use the TACL 
STATUS $process-name, DETAIL command (or perhaps a performance analysis product) to determine 
the process that is causing the problem. 

If your own NCL code is causing a looping problem, stop the NCL process, examine the NCL code for 
the cause, and rewrite the code. 

If a NonStop NET/MASTER Process Abends 

If a NonStop NET/MASTER process abends, by default the process is automatically restarted (because 
NonStop NET/MASTER is designed to automatically recover from process failure). An Inspect save file 
is automatically created (with a file code of 130 and a file name beginning with ZZSA). 

If an abend occurs, you should attempt to replicate the events that led up to the abend. If the abend is 
easy to reproduce, it is very helpful to record the exact sequence of events that causes the abend. 

You should then send the save file to Compaq for analysis, along with the logs and other information. 

Note  If you send a save file, there is no need to send the program file used to start the process that 
abended. 

If you discover a NonStop NET/MASTER Inspect save file on your system but have not noticed whether 
a NonStop NET/MASTER process has abended, check the creation date of the file. 

The existence of the save file indicates an abend occurred, but if the file is old and you have not noticed 
any problems running NonStop NET/MASTER, the problem causing the abend is unlikely to be critical 

                                                 
1 For more information, refer to New, John. 'Controlling Loops in NCL Processes'. Tandem Connection, 
Vol.20, No.2, 1999, pp.43-44. 



and may be fixed in a more recent NonStop NET/MASTER IPM. If the file is recent, it is worthwhile 
sending the file to Compaq for analysis, along with the logs and other information. 

If NonStop NET/MASTER Uses Excessive System Resources 

A NonStop NET/MASTER process that uses excessive system resources for an extended period of 
time may indicate a problem such as an infinite loop or a memory leak in the NonStop NET/MASTER 
program file used to start the process. 

You should definitely exclude the possibility that it is a looping problem with your own NCL code before 
continuing. 

If you are convinced that it is a problem with a NonStop NET/MASTER process, then if possible, check 
the memory usage of the process by using the NonStop NET/MASTER SHOW ENGINE command. If 
memory usage is high and growing, this is a fair indication that the process has a problem. You may 
also have access to other applications that provide performance information about your Tandem 
system and processes. 

If your Tandem system is running slowly, you can use the TACL SUSPEND and ACTIVATE commands 
to selectively isolate processes. If suspending a NonStop NET/MASTER process improves your system 
performance and activating the process degrades performance, then it is likely that you have isolated 
the problem process. 

If you can isolate the process, you may want to create an Inspect save file from the process and then 
send the file to Compaq for analysis, along with the logs and other information.. 

Creating an Inspect Save File From a NonStop NET/MASTER Process 

There are four main NonStop NET/MASTER process types for which you may want to create an Inspect 
save file. Their program file names and default process names are listed in the following table. 

Process Type Program File Name Default Process Name 

NonStop NET/MASTER Control Process (NCP) NCP $pNNM 

Global memory manager (GMM) processes NGM $pG00 through $pG15 

Security exit processes SECEXIT $pNN0 

Application processes NMNC0001 $pnnn 

If you started NonStop NET/MASTER using its default configuration, the NonStop NET/MASTER 
program files are located in the installation subvolume, $isv.ZNNM, and the process character (p) is the 
letter Z. For example, if $isv is $DATA, the NCP is located in $DATA.ZNNM and its process name is 
$ZNNM. 

To create a save file from a NonStop NET/MASTER process (assuming its default configuration), follow 
these steps: 

1 Display NonStop NET/MASTER process names by using the following TACL command: 

STATUS *,PROG $DATA.ZNNM.*

Process names are displayed in the first column: 

Process Pri PFR %WT Userid Program file Hometerm
$ZG00 0,136 147 001 100,21 $DATA.ZNNM.NGM $TRM0.#A
$ZNN0 0,156 198 001 100,21 $DATA.ZNNM.SECEXIT $TRM0.#A
$ZNNM B 0,157 142 001 100,21 $DATA.ZNNM.NCP $TRM0.#A
$Z000 1,78 141 P 011 100,21 $DATA.ZNNM.NMNC0001 $ZTN0.#A
$ZG00 B 1,81 147 001 100,21 $DATA.ZNNM.NGM $TRM0.#A
$ZNN0 B 1,85 198 001 100,21 $DATA.ZNNM.SECEXIT $TRM0.#A
$ZNNM 1,103 142 011 100,21 $DATA.ZNNM.NCP $TRM0.#A

2 For processes started from NMNC0001 (or from a copy of this program file) such as $Z000, log on 
as SUPER.SUPER because the program file is licensed. 

For other processes, log on as the NonStop NET/MASTER owner. 

3 Start Inspect. 

For example, to start Inspect for $Z000, use the following TACL command: 

INSPECT ADD PROGRAM $Z000

The Inspect prompt (--) appears.



4 Press Enter and wait for some messages to appear (this may take a minute or so). 

If you see messages similar to the following: 

DEBUG 8009.6ED8
250,01,00103-

type Inspect and wait for Inspect messages such as the following to appear: 

--*
** Inspect warning 144 ** Current location is not within any procedure in any

object file associated with your program.
INSPECT
250,01,00103 $Z000 Unknown TNS/R Code Space %h80096ED8

Wait for the -$Z000- prompt. 

5 Create the Inspect save file. The information in the save file is a copy of the dataspace of the 
process. For example, to create a save file called NMSA0001, use the following command: 

SAVE NMSA0001

When the operation has finished, the following message appears: 

Save file created: \SYS1.$DATA.ZNNM.NMSA0001

Wait for the -$Z000- prompt. 

6 Type R to resume the process. 

7 Press the Break key. 

The following message indicates that the process is now running again: 

01,00103 $Z000 TNS/R RUN Unknown TNS/R Code Space %h80096ED8

Wait for the -$Z000- prompt. 

8 Press Ctrl/Y (EOF). 

A message such as the following appears: 

WARNING - You have 1 active process:
Program

Num Program ID Name Type State Location
*1 01,00103 $Z000 TNS/R RUN Unknown TNS/R Code Space %h80096ED8
WARNING - The process above will not be stopped.
Are you sure you want to exit INSPECT (Y or [N])?

9 Type Y to exit Inspect and redisplay a TACL prompt. 

Conclusion 

NonStop NET/MASTER is normally a very stable product and is unlikely to cause problems. However, if 
a NonStop NET/MASTER process abends and automatically creates an Inspect save file, or if you 
create a save file from a NonStop NET/MASTER process that you think is causing a problem, it is 
important to send the save file and other relevant information to Compaq as soon as possible. 


